Congratulations 2019 TUFSOB Scholarship Winners!

High School Graduating Seniors:

**Allied Conference Connie Garcin Memorial Scholarship**
Ryan Sathianathen  
Sponsor: R.B High Tech Transport, Inc.

**Walt Keeney Memorial Scholarship**
Allison Wild  
Sponsor: FedEx

**Bud & Elizabeth Wallace Memorial**
Annie Musgrave  
Sponsor: Tiger Lines LLC

**Hoag and Robi Scholarship**
Ronald Flores Sanchez  
Sponsor: Devine Intermodal

**Manuel Niveez Memorial Scholarship**
Corby Burress  
Sponsor: API Waste Services

**TUFSOB Scholarships**
Madison Nunn  
Sponsor: Ritchie Bros. Aunctioneers

Gavin Lathrop  
Sponsor: R.B. High Tech Transport, Inc.

Justin Rentfro  
Sponsor: Associated Feed & Supply
Continuing College Students

Allied Conference Gary Howard Memorial
Dajhanna Flores Sanchez
Sponsor: Devine Intermodal

Central Valley Unit Scholarship
James Fowler
Sponsor: K.B. Fowler Trucking, Inc.

Anton Bartolic Memorial Scholarship
Katie Musgrave
Sponsor: Tiger Lines, LLC

Bob Liese Memorial Scholarship
Rachel Sousa
Sponsor: Expressway Transport, Inc.

San Joaquin Unit Charlie Giles Memorial Scholarship
Makayla Schulte
Sponsor: Mountain Valley Express

Opie & Verna Wallace Memorial Scholarship
Anna Yarmolyuk
Sponsor: Divine Enterprises

Central Valley Unit Scholarship
Payton Brazil
Sponsor: Brazil LoBed

Art Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Jillian Luevano
Sponsor: APEX Bulk Commodities

Darlene Osterkamp Memorial Scholarship
Molly Hulbert
Sponsor: Osterkamp Transportation Group
Dan Keeney Memorial Scholarship
Sylvia Mendoza
Sponsor: Osterkamp Transportation Group

TUFSOB Scholarship
Brendah Reyes
Sponsor: William Tank Lines

Dani Valdivia
Sponsor: JJT Logistics, Inc.

Anthonio Reyes
Sponsor: William Tank Lines

Brianna De Jong
Sponsor: Ace Trucking

Elizabeth Hernandez
Sponsor: Osterkamp Transportation Group

Logan Hansen
Sponsor: North Coast Mercantile Trucking

Matthew Quintana
Sponsor: Oak Harbor Freight Lines

Allison Dutra
Sponsor: Wallace Cascade Transport

Lorena Villanueva
Sponsor: Premier Carrier
Sarah Lewis
Sponsor: Delray Tire

Christopher Hernandez
Sponsor: Oak Harbor Freight Lines

Graciela Pena
Sponsor: Liberty Linehaul West

Emma Schermerhorn
Sponsor: California Trucking Association

Cesar Hernandez
Sponsor: Osterkamp Transportation Group